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Patience allows you to see all the beauty of the world! This sweet book "Magic seeds of patience"

tells the story of Daniel, who gets a very strange birthday present from his grandfather... When

Daniel asks his grandfather about it, he receives an interesting advice... Daniel decides to follow his

grandfather's advice and learns a very important lesson... Author Efrat Haddi is taking young

children on a journey with Daniel as he learns about the importance of patience and understands

the benefits of this social skill. "Magic seeds of patience" helps to teach children an important social

skill that can make home life happier and school more successful. It also provides parents,

teachers, and counselors with an entertaining way to teach children the value of patience. This

well-written and inspiring story, delivers easy-to-digest education complemented by vibrant,

delightful illustrations. This story may be ideal for reading to your kids at bedtime and enjoyable for

the whole family as well! It is suitable as a read aloud book for preschoolers or a self-read book for

older children.
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Efrat Haddi is a mother of three children with extensive experience in education and love for kids . In

recent years, she is working with children in a democratic school where democracy is both a goal

and a method of instruction. Democratic education brings democratic values such as justice,

respect and trust to education, and includes self-determination within a community of equals. In her

books, she combines her life's experiences with diverse knowledge accumulated while working with



kids over the years, all in a sensitive, positive and inspiring way. Her books are always filled with

fun, and fun pictures.

This updated wonderful volume "Magic Seeds of Patience Gold Edition" has a bonus story "Alex's

Quest - The Lost Kingdom" attached to it. As a result, beside learning about patience, a necessary

trait that children need to learn, children will have an adventure tale, a magical tale, that is filled with

fun.Efrat Haddi, the highly respected author, and Abira Das, the bookÃ¢Â€Â™s splendid artist, have

put together two tales that will delight children, the first about patience will not only fascinate

children but also help them come to understand, as Daniel does in the story, one of the

worldÃ¢Â€Â™s most important lessons.In the story DanielÃ¢Â€Â™s grandfather gives him a

package of seeds which he calls magical seeds, seeds of patience. His grandfather explains that

with patience Ã¢Â€Âœyou can discover all the beauty that the world has to offer.Ã¢Â€Â•In the added

bonus story, Alex and his puppy dog Max discover a sword that once belonged to a prince, in his

fatherÃ¢Â€Â™s antique shop. The prince used the sword to scare away a fire breathing dragon and

saved a beautiful princess. Now no one knows today where the lost kingdom is located. Alex also

finds a magic carpet, but no one knows the magic words that make it work, and a bag containing a

friendly genie. Alex, Max, and the genie fly on the magic carpet and save the beautiful princess and

her kingdom, and are thanked royally.

Author Efrat Haddi, with excellent support from illustrator Abira Das, has written a fine little story

about the value of patience, and the clever way she tells the story makes it remarkable and

memorable for children.It is Daniel's birthday and he is honored at a perfect party, and after the

party he opens all the wonderful gifts his family and friends have given him - with one exception: the

present from his farmer grandfather is just a little bag of seeds. When Daniel confronts his

grandfather with his query as to the gift of seeds his grandfather tells him they are magical seeds -

the seeds of patience. He instructs Daniel to plant them in a pot, water them daily and be patient.

Daniel follows the instructions, but it takes a while before anything happens with his planted pot.

Eventually the seeds sprout, grow into flowers that attract beautiful butterflies and Daniel loves his

Grandfather's present - and has learned the rewards of being patient.Efrat Haddi obviously

understands children (she is a mother of 3!) as well as the techniques of teaching children concepts

through stories. This is a very well written and illustrated book that should become a favorite

bedtime story - with a lesson. AND, it comes with a bonus story  ALEXÃ¢Â€Â™S QUEST:

THE LOST KINGDOM. Just one more reason this is a Gold Edition. Grady Harp, August 17



Five stars for a beautiful book with some great information about something so many of us,

including myself, would love to have more of. On Daniel's Birthday, his grandpa gives him an

unusual present. What Daniel learns about the gift proves that his grandpa was wise and did give

him a bit of magic and the wonderful gift with those seeds of patience. Efrat Haddi is a wonderful

author and knows howto write books not only children, but adults love.

A wonderful book + the hero of the story being named as our youngest son- couldn't be a better

combo to get him even more attentive to the moral of the story!
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